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SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND THERMONUCLEAR WAR --
A CASE STUDY OF HIGHER EDUCATION

SUMMAY AND GENERA L -CNCLUS0NS

The research presented in this report deals with the problem of insuring the

effective operation of higher education as a social institution in the post-attack

society. The report takes the position that social institutions in general and

higher education in particular will play an irnportt role in rebuilding the social

organization and preventing cultural stagnation after thermonuclear war. Higher

educationwill be responsible for replenishing the human resources necessary for

technological growth following disruption, and its ability to perform this function will

depend to a largr extent" upon the steps that are taken both pre- and post-attack

to minimize system disruption and hasten recovery.

Phase I of the research constitutLbd an initial investigation of the present

higher education systemts physical and operating characteristics to determine

their susceptibility for disruption. The results of that phase indicated that the

system is characterized by a number )f physical propertie3 which render it

highly vulnerable to disruption from attack. First, most of the nation's higher

education capability is concentrated on the east and west coastlines and in the

immediate vicinity of large metropolitan centers. Thus, many schools are likely

t0"be damaged by the peripheral effects of bombs directed toward population

centers and other targets of a strategic nature within these areas. Second,
specific states and geographic sectors produce disproportionate quantities of

college graduates trained in particular professions. These trained individuals

are supplied to the nation as a whole, and dependencies exist between the geo-

graphic areas where t1 - individuals are employed and the areas where they are

trained. Nuclear destruction in these centers of education will thus create future

skill deficits for the entire nation. A third type of vulnerability occurs with re-

spect to the nationts largest universities. These schools are few in number, but

produce many graduates. Not only do they produce vast numbers of students, but

they make large contributions in research and consultation to society. They have

the most advanced facilities and equipment, the highest trained faculty, the broad-

est range of curricula. BecaLuse of these research and leadership contributions

they may corstitute strategic targets in and of themselves. This is further ac-

coatuated by the fact that they are located primarily in large metropolit n areas

and are thus quite likely to receive heavy damage or complete destTuction even

if they are not targets themselves.
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The results of Phase I also called attention to what may be considered

elasticity within the higher education system. A high degree of elasticity is

presen+ in the form of small aind intermediate size colleges. These schools ex-

ist in large numbers and are distributed relatively evenly throughout the nation.

They are charactbriied by aspects such as high faculty to student ratios, many

.library volumes per student, little depenc:..,cy upon government funding, and

high physiclal plant value per stuad-lrt ,n.th t :w. f%--

If properly directecl they will provide a cushion effect should heavy destruction

occur in the large uniwersiti~s.

Phase II-bf the reported effort was designed to expand and complement

these findings by (1) verifyihg the existence of the system vulnerabilities, and

(2) clarifying the r-ture of system elasticity to permit its' control and manipula-

tion through countermeasures. The-verification process was performed by apply-

ing a hypothetical attack patter ryto the nationwide higher education system and

assessing the resulting damagc across geographic sectors, different types of
schools, and specific curricul.. Elasticity was studied by analyzing the specif-

ic damage incurred by a small sample of colleges and universities to determine

ways in which the capability they provided could be reinstated. flasei upon the

results of that analysis, -aseries of countermeasures were specified to expedite

the reinstatement of education capability through protection and the exploitation

of elasticity.

The Five City Study provided a convenient framework for conducting Phase

II of the higher education study. The first attack pattern specified for the Five

City Study was utilized in the nationwide damage assessment. The results of

that assessment verified the assertions of Phase I and provided data for use in

the study of elasticity. The sample colleges and universities used in the elastici-

ty analysis were those existing in the five cities of Albuquerque, Detroit, New

Orleans, Providence ,. and San Jose. Damage to the schools in these cities was

assessed from the standpoint of both the physical facilitiec and personnel (faculty

and administration.)

The results of the elasticity analysis indicated tLat phycical facility losses
will considerably exceed those within faculty and adrninirtrative personnel. This

will, of course, be a virtue, since it is easier to construct buildings th to

tryx.in faculty. Some degree of caution is necessary, however, f'.I r.

at;s ,,i.ng that post-attack education capability will thMi be increaLd. I .c--ty
S-2



members may be needed for work and consultation in their respective fields

during immediate recovery, and thus will not be available for teaching. This in

especially likely to be true in the case of medica! tuctos, engineers, econo-

mists. :nd agriculture instructors.

Small colleges will offer a number of advantages for reinstating capability.

They will be able to provide physical facilities and may be combined to form
-capabie departments in many fields including gridua t.J-y, Their capability

may be increased by adopting techniques of mass instruction (television) normally

used in large urdversities. A disadvantage was noted, however, with respect to

relying upon small colleges exclusively. The results of the elasticity analysis

indicate that undamaged intermediate size schools provide greater capability in

several curricula. Especially heavy losses are likely to occur with respect to

curricula such as medicine, engineering, and law. Losses in these fields will

apply to both fac-Ity and physical facilities due to their present relationship to

large cities and bther targets. Small colleges are not presently geared to adopt

these curricula and thils do not offer elasticity in this respect. Intermediate

schools frequently have departments in these fields and thus provide greater im-

mediate capability for expansion.

Conclusions with respect to countermeasures hinge basically around the

prombtion of changes within the present higher education system, and the alloca-

ticn -. of government funds and other forms of assistance with respect to the post-

attack system. Steps should be taken in the pre-attack society to reduce the

vulnerability of the nation's large Schools through decentralization and the avoid-

ance of cities and strategic targets. Small colleges should be notified of the

role they may be expected to play in the post-attack system, and steps should

be taken to prepare thernfor assuming that role. Graduate schools should be

instated and #1trter emphahis placed upon technical and scientific curricula.
Plans for the allocation of government funding should be prepared in the pre-

attack system and placed in effect as soon as possible post-attack. The plans

should place emphasis upon the expansion of small and intermediate schools and

avo'd wasting money and effort on the rebuilding of seriously damaged large

universities. The most efficient procedure will be to make the intermediate

cola of today into the large universities of tomorrow.

~S-3
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A BSTRACT

This report presents an investigation into the poet-attack capability of the

institution of higher educati-n. The existing higher education system was de-Iscribed in terms of physical and ,'rganizational characteristics which render it

vulnerable to disruption from nu ' !ar attack. The vulnerabilities were verified

I by assessing system damage resulting from a hypothetical attack. Operational

elasticity inherent in the system was clarified with respect to the post-attack

I capability of a sample of schools, aid countermeasures designed to protect the

system and hasten its recovery were developed.
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R I._TNTRODUQTTON

j This report has beeli prepared for the Office of Civil Defense as a contri-

bution to the overall knowledge of that agency regarding tne societal consequences

j 1 of thermonuclear war. It is based upon research conducted by HRB-Singer, Inc.,

under Contract OCD-PS-66-18, and deals with the problem of insuring the eifec-

tive operation of organized social institutions following a nuclear attack on the

United States. The institution of higher education is presented as a specific

case in point.

The research was prompted by a previous effort by HRB-Singer, Inc.1

in which a procedure was developed for analyzing the operating structure of

organized institutions. An initial analysis, based upon that procedure and per-

formed on the institution of higher education indicated that (1) certain aspects of

j the higher education system render it highly vulnerable to damage and disruption

as a result of nuclear attack and (2) the operating system has a high degree of

I~ elasticity inherent in its structure which could be exploited to hasten recovery

following disruption.

J The study reported here was designed to expand and complement these

earlier finding by (1) verifying the existence of system vulnerabilities and (2)

J clarifying the nature of system elasticity to permit its control and manipulation

through countermeasures. The verification process was performed by applying

a hypothetical attack pattern to the nationwide higher education system and as-

£ ! sessing the resulting damage across geogiaphic sectors, different types of

schools, and specific curricula. Elasticity was studied by anay lg the SpeifiC

I
The previous elf-frt was performed under Contract OCD-PS-65-48 and reported

1 in"Higher Education and the Post-Attack Period", King, R. B. ; Kleiner, A.
M, ; and Hambacher, W. 0., August 1965.

i jThe attack pattern utilized was originally generated by the Office of Civil

I Defense for use in their Five City Study. It ic referenced in the volume--
Five City Study, Guide for Participants, May 1965, Systems Evaluation
iDvision, Research Directorate, Office of Civil Defense.
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damage incurred by a small sample of colleges and universities i to determine

ways in which their capability could be reinstated. The results of this analysis

are a series of countermeasures designed to exploit elasticity and rapidly re-

instate education capability.

In view of the inextricable ties between the first ptudy and the study reported

here it has been necessary, for the sake of clarity, to include many of the results

from the previous study throughout this report. Summarization has been em-

ployed wherever possible and redundancy hopefully has been kept to a minimum.

In order to avoid confusion when results from both studies are presented to-

gether, the initial study has been designated Phase I, and the study under report

herein is called Phase 1I. There is some additional merit in these designations

since both studies together constitute OCD Work Unit 3521A.

The report is organized into seven chapters. Chapter Z, entitlel "Background

and Rationale, " presents further introductory material intended to establish the

specific premises upon which both studies must rest. That chapter defines what

is meant by organized social institutions and attempts to answer the question of

why civil defense planners should conce~n themselves with such institutions and

specifically with the institution of higher education. It establishes the rationale

fcr viewing higher education as a system and summarizes the basic approach

underlying both study phases.

Chapter 3 provides a review of the findings from Phase I which served as

the groundwork for Phase II. Chapter 4 presents the procedures and results of

the nationwide damage assessment. Comparisons are made with the predictions

of the Phase I study and the implications of both sets of findings are discussed.

Chapter 5 is devoted to the explication of elasticity. Colleges and universities

in the five cities are examined in detail and a post-attack capability profile is F

constructed for each city. Chapter 6 combines the results of both study phases

for the purpose of specifying countermeasures which may be taken both pre- and

post-attack to insure the preservation of a viable higher education system.

Potential ways of increasing educational capability are outlined and discussed.

Conclusions and a summary constitute Chapter 7.

The coll'ges and universities comprising the sample were those existing F
in the cities of Albuquerque, Detroit, New Orleans, Providence, and San
Jose. These cities were selected for analysis in the Five City Study. [
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CHAPTER II. BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE

I A. SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND THE POST-ATTACK SOCIETY

The advent of a thermonuclear conflict involving the continental UnitedI States does not presuppose total or wholesale physical destruction. Many writers

would agree that ". . . destruction will be confined to a small percentage of the

I geographical area of the United States" and .. in large areas of the geographic

United Statcs people would emerge to a loal world that was physically intact and

I socially very largely intact". 1 Even if the above statements represent a some-

what optimistic picture of the post-attack circumstances, the probability of such

circumstances is significantly higher than that of total destru tion. A middle

position is represented by Stonierz who graphically describes the medical, food,

housing, and water problems existing post-attack as well as the social and eco-

nomid consequences and the dangers of epidemics and social disorganization.

Although this well-documented account of post-attack conditions at first engen-
1!

ders a reaction of shock and fear, careful reading and thought lead to the con-

clusion that proper preparation can clearly and significantly mitigate the effects

ft of thermonuclear attack. One of the, if not the most potent mitigating factor, is

the prevention oireduction of ;social disorganization. In discussing Mesopotamia,

. a country in which seven centuries later the population was only one third that

which it was before a devastating war, Stonier states, "A demoralized country

neither rebuilds nor recovers rapidly. Instead, social institutions disappear,,

individual skills are lost, knowledge recedes, and the pall of a dark age descends

gloomily on an increasingly ignorant and suspicious people unable to cope with a

I. hostile environment. Such an environment would be created by a nuclear disas-

ter." (p. 167..) Under the circumstances of post-attack, the necessity and

1 desirability of protection and guaranteeing the continued operation of society's

complex institutions, such as higher education, medical installations, mental

- hospitals, financial and insurance complexes, law enforcement, etc. , become

paramount.

'F
NAS-NRC Committee on Behavioral Research (Advisory to OEP) Emergency

F Planning and Behavioral Research, Washington, D. C., 196Z.it
Stonier, Tom. Nuclear Disaster, Meridian Books, The World Publishing

S" Co., N. Y., 1964.

F -3-
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II

It would be extremely difficult, if not irrpossible, to study all of our socie-

ty's complex institutions in this regard, but a beginning sr uld be made. Careful

consideration of the problem leads to the .:-onclusion that higher education pro-

vides a feasible and valuable starting point. This conclusion is based upon (1)

the relevance of higher education in the post-attack society and (2) the research-

ability of this institution. These rationale are explained in the following two

subsections.

B. HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE POST-ATTACK SOCIETY

Higher education is closely interrelated with most aspect3 of American

life and American institutions. It contributes significantly to the cultural and

economic life of the country and supplies trained personnel to business, industry,

the professions, and the arts. Additionally, its research products in a wide

variety of fields (agriculture, mining, human behavior, space technology, etc.)

significantly influence the immediate and long-range lives of individuals, groups

and other social institutions and processes. These trained personnel and re-

search products constitute an important segment of the nationts resources.

Nordlie and Popper' state that "the level of a society's economic develop-

rnent manifests itself and can be measured in terms of produ-,tivity. A nation-

wide nuclear attack would sharply reduce productivity immediately and perhaps

completely stop producing activities for sonme period of time. In a broad sense,

recovery has to do with resumption of producing activities and the achievement

of levels and kinds of productivity which would meet the demands of the surviv-

ing population.

Human resources are essential for productiV-ity. After a nuclear attack,

productivity will be greatly affected by the availability and distribution of the

nation's resources. Many of the needs for production and human resources will

be immediate. Rebuilding, repair and production of cer' n key commodities I
must begin immediately for the simple purpose of sustainin, life. Meeting these

immediate needs will primarily require the use of the available labor force skills.

Problems involving the maintenance of life certainly will require primary attention.

Nordlie, Peter G. and Robert D. Popper, Social Phenomena in a Post Nuclear
Attack SituationSynopses of Likely Social Effects of the Physical Damage, 1961.

-4-
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Skilled laborers will be required in the building trades, transportation, com-

munication, food processing, etc. Far more complicated problems of produc-

tivity, however, will rapidly come into focus. These will involve the nainte-

nance and restoration of the social system, and will require professional talents

of a different magnitude and quality.

Even in a relatively peaceful pre-attack world, the social 5ystem requires

constant training uf new people to replenish the supply of educated human i.

sources required for its operation. During a nuclear attack, casualties will

undoubtedly occur among those individuals possessing needed skills, and these

losses to the professional labor force will require replacement for the social

system to recover. An additional problem may occur, however, due to the fact

that the post-attack social system is likely to be characterized by disproportion-

ate increases in requirements for specific skills and services. For example,

high premiums are likely to be placed upon individuals trained in economic and

social planning, medical services, sanitation, management, administration, and

organization. The needs may be especially great for individuals skilled in plan-

ning and development. Post-attack rebuilding may require use of common ma-

F terials in new ways and development of new materials. Architects and engineers

will be required for efficient utilization of available materials and research lead-

ing to new materials.

These requirements for trained individuals will be manifested in the form

[of demands placed upon the institutions of higher education and other training

facilities in the nation. The problem of meeting these demands will be further

complicated by the fact that higher education itself will not emerge intact and

unscathed from a nuclear attack. The very fact that higher education is an in-

tegral part of the social system testifies that it will suffer many of the same

hardships imposed upon the social system as a whole. Just as the many segments

of society depend on higher education for training of the nation's human resources,

higher education is dependent upon society for the resources necessary for high-

er education. These required resources include trained individuals to serve as

I " faculty and administrators, specialized buildings and equipment, financial

support and services, and individuals capable of college level training--all of

r which are susceptible to the damaging and disorganizing effects of a nuclear

attack, and all of which may be needed for other roles and services in the post-

ittack society. Special problems are likely to be experienced regarding faculty
" -5-
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and administrative personnel. Faculty members are also highly trained pro-

fessional personn i whose skilE will be needed for work apart from their normal

positions in the higher education system. Immediate requirements for university

staffing could be temporarily met by utilizing people with training in specific

areas, but this practice may jeopardize educational quality over longer periods

of time due to the fact that such people would not bc skilled in teaching methods

and institutional administration.

The importance of higher education in the current fabric of society is

attested to by the past and current volume of research designed to describe,

evaluate, and improve this complex institution. The forms of those ttudiec, haw-

ever, have been on the role of higher educ z;on in relatively peaceful circum-

stances. Although recent world events have changed the direction of study some-

what toward preparation for conflict, the outcome has been increased preparation

for cold rather than hot war with no attention given to the capabilities of higher

education in the post-attack period. The role of higher education in the present

society and the probable composition of the post-attack world suggest that high-

er education will be called upon to play a significant role in both the immediate

and long-range post-attack recovery of our society. It can, however, make a

significant contribution to post-attack recovery only if circumstances are created

pre-attack that will allow its potential to bc rcalized.

C. THE RESEARCHABILITY OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Not everything which is referred to as a "social institution" is researchable,

at least not researchable to the extent of producing results of some utility to

civil defense planners. If the study of any so-' I institution is to be feasible and

produce results of value, that institution vriist be definable and have certain mea&-

urable components for inclusion in 0' ,dy. For that reason, what may be.

termed "purposeful, organized institutins" are more appealing to the researcher

who envisions utility in his results. Organized institutions exist as systems. 1r
which are characterized by interdependencies among their comprising unitq, and

measurable, physical properties.

Like most organized, purposeful icibLitutions, higher education exists as

both a concept and a physical entity. The concept may not disappear as a result

of destroying the physical properties. Destruction of the physical properties

will, however, render the institution inoperative, and reduce its existence to [
-6-
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only a concept. It is meaningful, therefore, to study the physical properties of

institutions like higher education to determine what their operating character-

istics will be after disruption.

Organized institutions are thus potentially researchable because they have

physical properties which are systematic and measurable, and because these

physical properties are directly involved in the effective operation of the insti-

tution. Before researchability can be assured, however, two oLhtr aspects must

be considered. First is the problem of the number and nature of the components

which comprise the institution. If the number is too large, the probability of

obtaining valid and usable results over a reasonable period of time is small, If

the structure ot each component is highly varied, the research will have no

applicability beyond the particular componentS studied. It is here that higher

education has a distinct advantage over other institutions iA torms of research-

ability. The educational facilities which comprise higher education exist in a

finite,nmanageable number (approximately 2,000) and all facilities are similai in

terms of their operating structure (each schcol consists of a faculty, students,

a library, and an administration staff, and specific housing units, for example..)

F The products of each facility (trained individuals and research) are not intended

for any single locale, but contribute to the general societyK. Tbus certain real-

7 istic bounds can be drawn on the measurement process, and researzhability is
facilitated.

F The problem of securing sufficient data within the bounds of typical research

contracts also requires consideration. Short-term studies dealing with research

p to-ic- as broad and czc:mpicx as '"he pos5t-ata..k status of so~ial iibitLiuii must M

rely heavily, if not exclusively, upon existing data sources. The availability

of meaningful data i3 essential to the success of the study. Here again, higher

education enjoys a distinct advantage over other similar institutions. Though

often disorganized and widely scattered, actua:rial data pertaining to higher

The reader who feels that these characteristics do not sound particularly

manageable should compare this institution N i th that of law enforcement.
There are as many policc dcpartments as there are corniunities acros the
nation. Although their operating structures are fairly similar, they differ
widely from other law enforcement agencies such as state police, sheriff

[ departments, the FBI, and various militia groups.
1-7-



education in this country exists in abundance. The researcher is thus spareo-

many of the frustrat.ions and the expense of collecting original data, and his t;vs.

becomes one of organizing the existing data into a structure or form which will

permit the extraction of meaningful conclusions.

D. THE BASIC APPROACH

Although the specific techniques ot analysis employed in Phase 1I differ

from those of Phase I, both phases involve a common basic approach which

deserves mention at this point.

Higher education can be compared to a manufacturing process having an

inflow of raw materials and an outflow of finished products. The finished prod-

ucts can be assumed to be in compliance with a requirement on the part of society,

and the raw materials are in turn supplied by society. In the case of higher edu- "

cation, the incoming raw materials are in the form of students, and the output

or product consists primarily of trained individuals or degreu holders.

Like many manufacturing complexes, the member facilities of higher

education are distributed throughout the nation. They are not distributed uni-
formly, however. As will be shown in the next chapter, the member colleges

and universities are densely clustered on the east and west coastlines and in the

vicinity of large metropolitan areas.

Higher education is also quite similar to manufacturing in the sense of

diversification of products. Separate facilities produce different products. To

a great extent the size of an education facility determines the nature of its prod-

ucts. Snall collegeb tend to produce oni people trained in teaching or in liberal

arts, while large colleges am:d universities have a broad range of curricula. In-

deed, certain curricula such as those pertaining to agriculture and many of the

professions are found only in the very large facilities.

As in manufacturing, higher education facilities obtain a portion of their

raw materials from locales other than the particular locale where the production

occurs. Likewise, a large portion of the finished products are distributed in

distant regions of the country. A type of stable system is thus established with

a complex, but highly advantageous, exchange of resources.

-8- [
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The civil defense planner faced with the task of insuring effective opera-

tion of a manufacturing process,or the availability of a product in the post-attack

society, would seek imxrmediate answers to such questions as: How and to w-hat

extet)t is production likely to be impaired as a result of nuclear attack? Is it

likely that produ, tion l:sses will be greater for certain product types than otheri?

And, what can bc dine in the way of co,.ntermeasures to both protect against

production losses and rapidly reinstate capability in the event that losses do occur.

He would obtain answers through study and inspection of the operating character-

istics of the production system and the presumed characteristics of a nuclear

attack.

m"o the extent that higher education coiapares to a manufacturing process

and trained individuals constitute a systein product, these same questions are

applicable. The basic approach thus involves examination of the prescnt system's

operating characteristics to determine ho v and to what extent it may be disrupted,

and how capability may be preserved and/or .'einstated.

F The approach reflects the position that the very existence of today's high-

er education system--its size, its complexity, and its diversity--tells a great

[ deal about its capabilities and the demands of society for its products, both in

our present society and post-attack. Whether the present system is good or bad,

S adequte or inadequate, is ciot important. What is important is that it is a prod-

uct and an integral part of a society which the American people would conceiv-

ably endeavor to return to as rapidly as possible in the event that it is damaged

or disrupted by nuclear war.
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CIJAFTEIR 111, l~vilORTANT SYSTEM CHIIACTERISTIGS

The layman, and frequently the professional educator has a tendency to

th~nk of higher education in terms of a concept rather than a physical system.

When physical attributes arc considered,they arc asually done so with respect

to a particular school and its operating structure. Ci-vil defense planners, on the

other hand, should think of higher .,ducation in terms of capability -- brought4

about and existing through the combined effoi ts and operations of the m1aniY phyt -

ical facilities throughout the nation. When viewed in that perspective, a numnberI _

of the system's rhysical ch;1 ractcristics inerit. greater than normial attention. _

This chapter discusszs two of these characteristics, the geographiic distributionI

of schools, and the smalL school versu- the large university. The", merit, atten-

tion because they carry important implications with respect to the system's post-

attack capability. '
F A. THE GFEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS

One of the most outstanding aspects ot the present higher education sys-[

temi is the geographic distrxbution of its member institutions. Figures 1 through3

3 illustrate this distribution quite vividly.

[ As can be seen in the illustrations, extreme :lustering is found in the

northeast sector fro'in Philadelphia to Boston and in the vicinities of Los Angeles

and San Francisco. The distribution in the entire eastern half of the nation is

dense but fairly evenly distributed. In the western half, broad expanses of the

* ni tion have no 'higher education fac11lt-res, Sporeiki no0te shoulld be talen of thne

number of very large universities located in the vicinity of the large east and

west coast cities.P

Figures 1 through 3 are photograph~. of a map) prepared in Study Phase I using
colred pins to represent the location of all accredited colleges and univer si-

ties in the nation. The diffeient pin sizes and different colors represent
diiierent school size categories. The large black and large gray pins espe-

F cially apparent in Figures Z and 3 represent the very large schools, black
indicating a total enrollment of 10, 000 to 20, 000 and gray 20, 000 and above.-
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Figure 4 and Table 1 show the relative distribution of student enroll-

ment (all curricula combined) by states. The difference indicated in
t

Figure 4 becomes even more extreme when the distribution within the states

is considered. California, for example, not only has a high percentage of

students, but approximately 95% of this enrollment is found in the cities

of San Francisco and Los Angeles. The existence of a system vulnerability

can be inferred from such a situation. A vulnerability exists due to the

fact that such extreme clustering inc, eases the probability that damage willJ occur to the system. Large cities such as New York, Boston. Philadelphia.

San Francisco, and Los Angeles are almost universally viewed as likely

targets in a nuclear attack against population.

An additional problem arises due to facility clustering when consideration

is given to the production of individuals trained in specific professions.

Specific states and geographic sectors produce disproportionate quantities

of graduates trained in particular professions. Theie trained individuals

are supplied to the nation as a whole, and dependencies exist between the

geographic areas where they are employed and the areas where they are

I. trained. A ready example is provided in the case of geologists. The state

of Texas employs approximately 281o of the nation's trained geologists--

far more than any other state. The major portion of these geologists,

however, are trained in the states of New York and California. Thus, if

the post-attack need for geologists remains anywhere near its present

level,there will be a distinct shortage of trained graduates should the

production facilities in '4cw York and Calfri receive significant damage.II

[ Geology is one of twenty-seven professions examined in this respect

[during Study Phase I.

r
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TABLE I DISTRIBUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENTS

ACCORDING TO STATE -- 1964

ALABAMA 37.408 MONTANA 14.6!0

ALASKA 1.159 NEBRASKA 35.87

ARIZONA 33.236 NEVAOA 3.661 /
ARKANSAS 26.818 NEW HAMPSHIRE 11.682

CALIFORNIA 254.257 NEW JERSEY 94.130

COLORADO 43,849 NEW MEXICO 17.716

CONNECTICUT 54.591 NEW YORK 491,42

DELAWARE 5.366 NORTH CAROLINA 67.872

DIST. OF COLUMBIA 36.865 NORTH DAKOTA 3.008

FLORIDA 51.452 OHIO 179.443

GEORGIA 45,786 OKLAHOMA 54.823

HAWAII 10,796 OREGON 40.308

IDAHO 8,916 PENNSYLVANIA 207.780

ILLINOIS 163,042 RHODE ISLAND 16.411

INDIANA 101.865 SOUTH CAROLINA 26,031

IOWA 56,312 SOUTH OAKPTA 14,122

KANSAS 51,879 TENNESSEE 65,539

KENTUCKY 47,872 TEXAS 156,803

LOUISIANA 62,519 UTAH 36,138

MAINE 9,818 VERMONT 9.058

MARYLAND 49.310 VIRGIN!A 47.769

MASSACHUSETTS 131.762 WASHINGTON 53.306

MICHIGAN 138.896 WEST VIRGINIA 30.841

MINNESOTA 73,805 WISCONSIN 80.294

MISSISSIPPI 26,313 WYOMING 4.828

MISSOURI 9I,555
TOTAL 3.380.565

SOURCE: A.EOICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. 1954.

B. THE PROBLEM OF LARGE UNIVERSITIES

A LhertiiCmat-leal attaCk UirtCted agalliCt thc tiaticn1 Citles alld iijetru-

politan centers could inflict heavy damage on the higher education system. If

the attack is accurately directed, production in several professions may be

severely impaired. The primary reason for such extreme vulnerability is

geographic clustering. There are other factors involved, however. This

subsection defines some of the contributing factors.

I
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The large universities and "multiversities" of the nation are heavily con-

centrated in cities and metropolitan areas. Eighty-five percent of the nation's

largest schools (enrollmentof 20, 000 and above) are located in cities over 100, 000

population. Thirty-eight percent are located in cities with a population over

1,000,000. This is especially significant considering that there are only five

cities of this size in the nation, and four of them are in the northeast quarter

(New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Detroit.)

The loss of even a few of these high enrollment universities could severely

damage the system due to the following factors:

1. Total Production

There are presently 1171 accredited institutions of higher education in

the nation. Only 74 of these schools are what this study refers to as "large

universities" (enrollment greater than 10, 000..) These 74 schools process ap-

proximately 42 percent of the nation's higher education students. 1

2. Curricula Structure

Large universities are characterized by widely diverse curricula.

Curricula such as veterinary medicine, pharmacy, dentistry,, architecture, and

medicine are found predominately in large universil les. These cutricula would

experience especially high losses in total capacity for production should large

universities be heavily damaged.

3. Value of the Physical Plant

Figure 5 indicates that large universities have an extremely high

physical plant value. This would be expected on the basis of size alone, i. e. ,

buildings and laboratory equipment must exist in some proportion to the number

of students enrolled. Consideration must be given, however, to the fact that

large schools have more total money to spend on buildings and equipment and are

therefore more likely to be able to keep up with scientific and technical advance-

ments in facilities and equipment. With many items of equipment, once the in-

itial expenditure is made, the equipment can be used by many students at very

little additional expense. For example, a large university can afford to build

[
1 American Universities and Colleges, 1964, American Council on Education.
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a computer center which will be available to all students enrolled. Taken on

a per student basis, the value of the physical plant and the library expenditures

are far higher for the small schools. Certain basic expenditures are necessary,

however, to operatt, a college, regardless of the number of students in attend-

ance. A college consisting of only five students would still require a building

and certain basic texts and reference books in the library. Under these circum-

stances the cost per student would be extremely high, but if the school were de-

strcyed, the loss in capability for education would be very low. The destruction

of the physical plant and equipment of a large university would constitute much

greater loss in terms of capacity for producing trained individuals.

4. Research Products

Figure 5 suggests the magnitude of research conducted by large uni-

versities. Destruction of even a small percentage of the nation's "multiversitie.

would cause a high reduction in the research capability of the higher education

system as a whole. The actual arnour't of money used for research in the large

universities is extremely high in comparison to smaller schools,considering the

fact that Figure 6 indicates research dollars on a per student basis.

5. Faculty

Figure 7 indicates a higher Ph.D. to total faculty ratio in larger

schools than in smaller ",chools. Although it is dangerous to make assumptions

regarding the quality of an education receivedr in a large school versus a small

school, the assumption can be made that the larger schools contribute more to

general education standards. Loss of large universitie would thus potnti ally

result in an overall lowering of education standards across the nation.

6. Graduate Schools

Figure 8 indicates that large schools have a higher nr -nortion of

graduate students than small schools. Destruction of predom3 jantly large

schools would thus reduce the postgraduate, capability of the nation in even great-

er proportions than the undergraduate capability. Large universities frequently

offer doctoral programs in a wide variety of fields. This is not the case with F
small schools. Loss of large universities would be likely, then, to leave large

gaps in certain curricula in terms of capacity for production at the doctoral [
level.

-20-
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TABLE 2 CONTRACT RESEARCH DOLLARS PER STUDENT WITHIN A

THROUGH G CATEGORY SCHOOLS

SCHOOL SIZE TOTAL STUE6I TOTAL f3NTRACT CONTRACT RESEARCH

RESEARCH DOLLARS DOLLARS SIUOENT

A 81,510 3.903,945 64.4'

S241.043 %.65,070 23.4?

C 37!,ag8 20.735,994 6
;.
14

O 654.823 le.924.248 166.34

E 637.573 440.858.018 .9qi.40
•F 737,012 259,203,939 35i.64

6 .f.S59 5i0.951.157 755 28

SOURCE COVFPILEO FROM AMERICAN 5l.20E[RSIT0 IS AP64

TABLE 3 PH 0 TOTAL FACULTY RATIO WITHIN A THROUGH G CATEGORY SCHOOLS

SCOOL SIZE PhO. FACULTY I Ph O VACULTY

A 168 51.71 .308

6330 10324 312

25 8-'. 9 74 .334

0 215 70 b8 .3,

1 89 29.15 327

f 45 17.37 3086
1 ! 6 87 404

SOURCE COMPILED FROM AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. 1964

TABLE 4 GRADUATE STUDENTS TO TOTAL STUDENTS RATIOS

WITHIN A THROUSH G COEEGORY SCHOOLS

SCHOOL SIZE TOTAL GRO STUDENTS TOTAL ST113,S GRAD TOTAL

SA 3702 F1.510 065
B7. 93 2411043 .030

C 2 3, 019 21.566 .06-

8 0,654 554.23 123

E118, 037,670 182

106.-12 19a[ .G 15C.425 87i6.5 19 23i

SOURCE COMPILED FROM AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEG M. -

r

TABI.E 5 GTVCRNMHNT APPROPRIATIONS PER STUDENT WITHIN A THROUGH

G CATEGORY SCHOOLS

SCHOOL SIZE TOTAL COWI APPRU TOTA, STUDENTS G A STUDENT

4.878,676 61.510 79 21

- 35.095.346 241.043 i45.598

14.524.730 3"i,868 200 406

0 288.4E8,844 654,823 440.529

f 307.2il.35C 631.670 481.778

F 558.495.511 757.i32 757.660

SOURCE568, 945 i 35 64051 i1588

SOURC COMPILED FROM AMERICAN UNIYERSITIES AND COLLEGES. 19t4

____-___ __-
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Large universities, even if untouched by the physical damage of a

nuclear attack, may suffer some losses in capability from indirect effects of

destruction.

For example, Figure 9 indicates that large universities rely heavily

upon government appropriation for their operating expenses. In the case of

universities with enrollment greater than 10, 000, approxmiately thirty-five

percent of their income is in the form of government appropriations. Disruption

of state governments, the federal government, and the entire economic structure

S may restrict or divert appropriation money normally allocated to large univer-

sities. Even if the governmental agencies are intact and able to make allocation

V" decisions, money may simply not be available for higher education. Heavy re-

liance by the populace on welfare and the problem of resumption of production

in critical industries may result in high government financial assistance in these

areas.

C. THLE VALUE OF SMALL COLLEGES- -ELASTICITY

The previous discussion has indica.ed that higher education vulnerabilities

exist because the system configuration is such that it could be easily damaged

by a nuclear attack. It is safe to a3sume that the vulnerabilities will lead to a

[ loss of higher education capability, perhaps not in all the products of the higher

education system, but certainly in general. Like any system involving a broad

[ spectrum of men, equipment, and procedures, higher education has some built-

in elasticity. It is flexible and adaptable, and maintains a degree of latent

, capability. AMany 6shuuIt ;re not operating at peak capacity, and many students i

could :hange curricula mid-stream should the need arise. A greater portion cf
r the remaining population could be encouraged to attend schoolif necessary. It is

1t. quite definite that higher education elasticity exists, and that it will play a major

role in the system's ability to meet post-attack demands. It is also definite

[ that accurate assessment of post-attack capability presupposes knowledge of the

prevailing elasticity. It is necessary to understand its nature, how it may op-

erate, what its limits are, and its consequences. This subsection presents a

preliminary discussion of the nature of system elasticity.

Up to this point, primary concern has been with the attributes of large

universities and their characteristics vulnerability. Attention is n-w shifted to
[1 small and intermediate size schools and th#..r characteristic survivability.

-25-
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Small colleges differ considerably from large universities in several re-

spects. They have a lower yearly budget; they have less equipment, fazulty,

and diversity of products; and they exist in far greater numbers. Many of the

* very factors that contribute to the vulnerability of large universities contribute,

in reciprocal fashion, to the survivability of small colleges. These factors in-

clude the following:

1. Geographic Distribution

Small and intermediate schools are more evenly distributed over the

. nation than are large schools. Tliis quality renders them less vulnerable since

they will not be damaged en masse through an attack directed at any one geo---

[ graphic sector or at cities.

2. Sheer Quantity

1Small schools exist in far greater numbers than large schools. Thus,

many are likely to remain relatively undamaged in view of their wide geographic

1 distribution.

3. Potential Elasticity

Library expenditures per student and value of the physical plant per

student are much higher for small schools than for large schools. The reason

F; for this trend was cited in the previous subsection as the requirement of certain

basic expenditures in order to operate a college. Once certain basic necessi-

ties are procured,they can be used by many students, and the costs of expanding

to accommodate more students are considerably lowered. Small colleges should

thus be able to accommodate more students under emergency conditions, with

minimum additional expense. In addition, small schools have more dormitory

17 space available per student than larger schools and thus could probably house

more students than they presently do. Undoubtedly, lack of dormitory space in

large schools reflects practices of commuting and private housing, but many

l of these same pra-:tices could be applied to small schools should the need arise.

-. Small colleges also show less dependence on government appropriations

for their income. The in-ome in the case of smaller schools frequently comes

from private, organizations, churches, and endowments--all of which are less

!i7 likely than the government to divert their funds for other use. Tkle reports that

F-27-
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endowments to medieval universities actually increased during the Black Death

of the fourteenth century.

Smaller schools tend toward higher faculty-to-student ratios, i. e.

fewer students per faculty member than large schools. Implications cannot be

drawn regarding differences in quality of instruction, for large universities may

simplj be exercising the practice of mass lecturing via television or other com-

munication devices. The important point is that smaller schools could adopt

mass instructional programs and have sufficient faculty to greatly expand the

number of students without appreciable drops in existing quality of instruction.

One characteristic of small schools may reduce elasticity. Small

schools do not have wide diversity in their curriculum structure. The majority

tend to be heavily oriented toward liberal arts or education, with a few "specialty"

schools such as theological seminaries. Problems will thus arise in attempting

to provide additional capacity in curricula such as the physical sciences. Cer-

tain curricula are more easily disrupted than others and therefore, are less

elastic. The physical sciences, for example, are not extremely elastic due to

the fact that they require laboratory equipment and special facilities for even

the most elementary courses. Liberal arts and the social sciences are less de-

manding and hence more elastic.

Solutions to this problem may be possible, however. Small colleges,

even though they specialize in liberal arts cr education, usually have a wide

range of faculty. Teachers' colleges, for example. have small departments in

many of the physical sciences. rhese departments could conceivably be expanded

around a nucleus or combined across different schuols to bring to one place the -

necessary combined talent and equipment for operation similar to a university

department. In addition, the more f.exible curricula of small colleges could

utilize classroom facilities in hotels or other available housing to free laboratory

and classroom space for more demanding curricula.

H
Ikle, F. C. The Social Impact of Bomb Destruction. University of Oklahoma
Press, Norman, Oklahoma, 1958. "
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D. OVERVIEW

Vulnerabilities to attack disruption exisL in the higher education system

primarily as a function of the geographic distribution of the member colleges

and universities. The system is characterized by extreme clustering of facili-

ties in particular areas.

Specific curricula vulnerabilities result from geographic dependencies for

trained individuals in a given profession. Due to facility clustering, specific

states and geographic sectors produce disproportionate qua Ltities of college

graduates trained in particular professions. Nuclear destruction in these cen-

ters of education will thus create future skill deficits for the entire nation.

General system vulnerabilities occur due to the geographic location of the

nation's largest universities. These schools are few in number but produce

many graduates. Not only do they process vast numbers of students but they

make hig' contributions in research and consultation to society. They have the

most advanc¢.d facilities and equipment, the highest trained faculty, the broadest

range of curricula. Because of their research and leadership contributions,

I" they may constitute strategic targets in and of themselves. This is further accen-

tuated by the fact that they are located primarily in large metropolitan areas

F. and are quite likely to receive heavy damage or complete destruction even if

they are not targets themselves. Elasticity constitutes an important system

factor in the determination of post -attack capability. Post-attack capability

cannot be assessed on the basis of pre-attack capability minus the capability

lost as a function of damage. The higher education system contains certain

* flexibilities and latent capability which could be exploited if necessary toward

meeting post-attack darnands. A high degree of elasticity appears to be pre-

sented in the form of small colleges. These schools, present in large numbers

and distributed relatively evenly throughout the nation, should provide a cushion

effect if high destruction occurs in the large universities.

The assertions of this chapter were based upon a systematic inspection of

today's higher education system. They are not bound to any particular pattern

of attack, and, with the exception of occasional reference to large cities as

likely targets, assume little with respect to attack characteristics. They are

thus generalizable across a wide range of attack situations. Generalizability
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is frequently purchased at the expense of certainty, however; so steps were

taken to verify the assertions before adopting them as fasts upon which further

research would be based. Chapter 4 describes the verification process and

reports its conclusions.
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CHAPTER IV. NATIONWIDE DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

A. PURPOSE OF THE NATIONWIDE ASSESSMENT

The research presented in this chapter has two purposes. First, it is

intended to substantiate the assertions of Chapter 3 with respect to the ex-

r istence of system vulnerabilities and the "survivability" of small schools by as- -

sesdingthenature of higher education capability remaining after a hypothetical

attack. Second, it is designed to provide essential information for an analysis

I. of system elasticity and the development of remedial countermeasures designed

to exploit elasticity and increase the system's post-attack capability. The first

of thvse purposes is self-explanatory, The second requires some clarification

at this point.

17 The study places emphasis upon the idea that one of the most effective tech-

niques for expediting system recovery will be to take advantage of existing

F elastic properties within the system. It will be more efficient', for example, to

expand the operations of surviving small colleges than to rebuild large universi-

F ties which have been seriously damaged (at least in the early phases of post-

attack ..)

In order to study the properties of potential elasticity existing witLin any

one school, or a sample o; schools, something must be known regarding the
condition of the remainder of the system. Certainly it is both practical and de-
sirable to study the damage posture of each school in a sample from the stand-
point of disruption of service and component daniage, but this alone will not pio-

duce a completely accurate picture in terms of utility of elasticity. For example,

a particular medical school may suffer little damage from the direct effects ofiia bomb in its metropolitan vicinity, and yet experience extreme production prob-

lems in the post-attack period due to tvide-spread damage to other medical

f schools in the same area or in the nation as a whole. The elasticity factors
inherent in medical schools may, under these conditions, be of crucial impor:--

tance, but this would not be disclosed if generalizations were made solely on the

basis of damage assessment in this school alone. It was necessary, therefore,

to obtain an indication of overall dainage across the entire system, before attempt-
ing a more thorough and detailed analysis with respect to individual schools.
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F
B. PROCEDURE OF ASSESSMENT

The Five City Study, a detailed point-by-point analysis recently undertaken _
by the Office of Civil Defense, provided a convenient framework for conducting [ --=

this portion of the research. The initial attack pattern specified for the Five

City Study represents a concrete situation analogous to an actual attack.

The procedure involved superimposing the Five City attack pattern on a

series of maps indicating the exact geographic location of all higher education

facilities in the nation. Damage radii were drawn around the location of each

bomb according to the bomb yield'and whether the burst occurred in th-, air or -

on the ground. Damage to each school was determined on the basis cf tne dis-

tance of the school from the burst, and the criteria sited in Tables 6 and 7.

Schools falling within the severe damage areawere considered totally dest yed

in terms of their future ability to produce trained individuals, and those fallin,

within the moderate damage area were considered operative to 50% of their

original capability. Complete capability was inferred for anything less than

moderate damage. All losses and remaining capability were expressed in terms

of "capacity for production". This refers to the size of student enrollment which r

may be handled after damage. The resulting totals were expressed according

to the descriptive breakdowns found most meaningful in Study Phase I, i. e.

by geographic sector, type of school (as indicated by size of pre-attack enroll.

ment), and across specific curricula.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are presented in Figures 10 to 17 and are summarized in

Tables 8 and 9. The results indicate a total loss of 31.3% (Table 9) of the

nation's ability to produce college trained individuals. It is necessary to ex- -
amine these losses, however, in terms of the type of schools damaged and their

locations. Of prime concern is the fact that while approximately 77% of the

schools destroyed were relatively small (enrollments of less than 5, 000 students F
these schools account for only 23% of the loss in capacity for production (Figures

10 and 1.) This discrepancy is attributed to one of the primary vulnerabilities

of t. . higher education system. It will be recalled from Chapter 3 that large

schools, white few in number, account for a major portion of the system capacity. -[

These schools are located predominately in or near large cities and similar

probable targets. Figures 10, 11, and 12 indicate that the Five City "atta,-k"

-32-
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TABLE 9 POST-ATTACK CAPACITY FOR PRODUCTION BY STATE. PERCENTAGE LOST AND
-- REMAINING

STATE CAVACITY FOR FRODUCTION CAPACITY FOR PRODUCTION CAPACITY FOR PRODUCTION
PERCENTAC' LOST REMAINING PRE-ATTACK

ALAOAUF 2.4 9.6 37.40B

R -ZO P. 47.4 52 6 33.236

AO6NSAS 9.0 91.0 26.816
CALIFORNIA 4q.3 50.7 254,257
COLOPADO 23.4 76.6 43.849

2ONNECTICU! 42.2 52.8 54,591

DELAWARE 12 C 88.0 5.366
DISTRIC! OF COLUMBIA 60.4 19.6 36.05

FiDYDIA 29.8 70.2 11.452

GE3RGIA ;.O 91.0 4..786

IDAHO . IUI.u b.li6

ILLINOIS 16.t 83.5 i&3.b0i2

I NDIANA 7.I 92.9 187,865

IOWA 3.3 06.7 5B.3!2

KANSAS 20 8 7. -1. 70

KENTUCKY 0.0 ;Do.0 A7.572
LOUI'IANA 218 78,2 62,5!9

MAINE 33.4 66.8 9,81b

MARYLANC 1 3 98.7 49,31u
MASSACHUSETTS 61.0 39.0 131,?02

-ICHIGAN 27.5 72.5 138.@,1
MINNESOTA 60,4 39.6 73.805

MISSISSIPPI 7.4 92.6 2c.3i3

MISSOURI 41.9 58.5 8

MONTANA 6.2 93.8 14,610
NEBRASKA 36.6 63.4 3T.RgSNEVALIA C. 0Io

EAIA.0100.0 3.661

NEW :IAMPSHIRE II.5 8b 6.5 .382

NEN JERSEY I 1 0 69. 94.130
NEW MEXICO 51.2 4B.7 17,716

NE YORK 50.1 49 6 491,642
NORTH CAROLINA 7 9 C7 67,872

NORTh DAKTA 6G.1 33.9 13.028

OHIO .3.7 76.8 !79,443

CI 6V 12 A 87.4 54.623

OREGON 5i. 48.2 4Q,30

PLNNSYLYANIA 33.1 66.9 267.780

RHODE ISLANO 0.0 100.0 16.411

SOUTH CAROLINA 9.5 90.5 26.03-

SOUTH DAKOTA 6.0 94.0 14.7T2
TENNESSEE 39.0 61.0 85.539

TEXAS 24 5 65.5 156,803
UTAd 42 6 58.0 30,138

VERMONT 0 U IOOLO ,058

,IlT INIA 15.6 84.4 47,7b8

WAS6Imc1q. .- .7 92.3 53,216

WEST VIRCINIA 0.6 100.i 3C.B47

WISCOPSIN 23.0 B7. 80.204
WYWING u 0 10 0 4.08

-3 L__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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destroyed only twelve schools in the :'G" size category (enrollment of 20, 000 ani

above) as opposed to 59 schools of the "B" category (enrollment of 500 to 1000..) =

The twelve "G" schools, however, constituted a loss of 377, 000 student units

of capacity, while the "B" schools constituted a loss of only 43, Z00 units. The

implications of this disparity are obvious when the characteristics of large i L

schools are considered. Thus, the nature and locatio!n of "rnultiversities" re-

quires consideration with respect to the study of elasticity and the specification

of countermeasures.

Figures 13, 14, and 15 provide a type of profile of post-attack capability

in comparison to pre-attack. The shaded areas of Figure 14 indicate the total

losses as they are distributed throughout the different school size :ategories.

Figure 15 shows both the pre-. and post-attack capabilities equated to 100%. It

is apparent in Figure 15 that the post-attack system will be more dependent up-

on the small and intermediate size schools in terms of their contribution to the

nation's total higher educato in capability. These schools will be icquired to

assume more of the total load. 'Ihe fact that large universities are more de-

pendent upon government appropriations for their funding Fuggests that an even

greater burden may be placed on the smaller schools since government dollars

riay not be available for education after nuclear attack.

. The overall results of the nationwide damage assessment appear to lend

strong support to most of the assertions of thu initial analysis (Chapter 3) with

respect ,, vulnerabiilties. -hey ,o net, however, fully support the contention

that specific curricula v.. il receive greater losses than others across the system.

Figure 17 indicates that all curricula included in the assessment seemed to fare

about equal arrounts of damage, These results are somewhat puzzling in view

of the fact that different states fared considerably worse than others with re-
spect tocapacity for production losses (Figure 16..) Study Phase 1, it will be

recalled, indicated that individual states produce disproportionate amounts of
tTL graduates in specific professions, and one would expect on the basiz of this that

certain curricula would receive greater losses than other3 when the damage to

the ,..s-, . varied c, o de-r ly by itate. T )- i- i City tt aL ttern i

prob.1ble representation of a real attack pittern then the concentration of curricula

il, cc rt'lir, states probably ,oes I ot present a problem, 1 attack patters vary.

hc.wc, 'e, the valnerability of spc ific curricula should not be discredited o)L the r
ba-is of this daniage assesbnatnt.
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CHAPTER V. ANALYSIS OF 1E-L-STICITY

The research presented in this cl.aptcr ib directed toward as ic-asir g the

impact and utility of elasticity for attack recovery. Although elasticity exists

as a function of the total structure of th'a higher oducatioi, systen, its specific

explication requires the study of individual education facilities. After specifying

a state of system damage, it is necessary to examine a representative sample

of schools to determine the nature of elasticity factors within the schools and

how they may be exploi, !d to increase production capability. In addition to

supplying an attack pattern for assessing system damage, the Five City Study

provided a sufficient and acceptable sample of specific schools fr,- the direct

study of elasticity factors. The higher education facilities located in the five

cities represent a broad range of size caLegories and curriculum structures to

the extent that principlcs for exploiting elasticity, derived from this study,

should be in large part generalizable to the nationwide system. The analysis of

* the microcosm system in the five cities thus hidt_.c i,,. cffect of elasticity

in terms of recovery for the national system as well as for the schools within

the five cities.

A. GENERAL APPROACH--HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE FIVE CITY STUDY

Eighteen accredited colleges and universities in the cities of Albuquerque,

Detroit, New Orleans, Providence, ano San Jose were studied to determine the

nature and magnit,,de of damage each received from the same hypothetical attack

used in the nationwide assessment. Damage was assessed in greater detail for

these schools, however, to obtain information bearing on the schools' potential

for recovery. While the general procedure for determining damage to the phys-

ical plant was essentially the same as that used in the nationwide analybis,

personnel and faculty mortalities and injuries were calculated as factors removed

from total physical damage. The data concernirg general populace mortalities

and injuries were supplied by the Five City Planning Group, OCD.

This assessment of damage incurred by the schools in each of the five

cities in the present study achieves a certain integration with the overall F've

City Study program--to the extent that much of the data presented in this chapter

is a direct contribution to that program. The higher education analysis departs

in some respects, however, from the policies of the Five City Program. These

departures were necessary due to the complex nature of the higher education Sys-

tem and the specific goals of this study.
' -49-



The resident population of a city derives benefits and services from a corn-

plex of social and physical systems. Frequently cited examples of these service

systems are electrical power, water, sewage disposal, etc. One of the primary

goals of the Five City Study is to determine, in the greatest detail possible, the

ways these systems may be damaged or disrupted, and the effect of this disrup-

tioti on the health and well-being of the cities' populations. Certainly if a group

of buildings housing the water purification and pumping equipment for a particu-

lar city were destroyed, the water system serving the resfdents of that city

would be grievously damaged and the effect of that damage would be felt almost

imnediately by the city's entire surviving population. The impact of damage to

other systems serving these same residents, however, may not be so readily i
discernible. A similar group of buildings housing a college or university may

suff, r equal destruction and yet higher education service available to the resi-

dents of that city may be relatively unaffected. By the same token, it is theo-

retically possible that the higher education facilities locat.d in a particular city

could emerge physically untouched by the destruction of a nuclear attack and yet

in terms of ability to serve the surviving residents of that city, the higher ed-

ucatior, s,tern could be nearly totally destroyed. The residents of a particular

city may attend colleges or universities quite distant from their place of residence.

Thus, direct implications cannot be drawn with respect to thi ef$ect the loss of a

local school would have on the residents of a particular city. Certain implica-

tions are possible, however, with respect to the effects of damage to the nation-

wide higher education system, and these are discussed later in the chapter.

B. GENERAL RESULTS ACROSS ALL FIVE CITIES

This section presents results calculated by viewing all schools together as

one sample, irrespective if cities. Sections C through G discuss tach city

separately. Section H will return again to a more collective discussion and

overview.

Tablee 10 through 13 summarize the data representing all schools and

faculty with respect to distributions and losses. General results of the damage

analysis indicate that the higher education facilities within the five cities suffered

considerably greater damage proportionally than those of the nation as a whole.

-50-



TABLE 10 ACCREDITED AND IONACCREDITE9 SCHOOL DAMAGE ACROSS FIVE CITIES

TOTAL FACULTY 7.4.4

TOTAL STUDENTS 102,294

:;;T;IBUTION TOTAL A I C D E F 6

TOTAL 31 9 6 2 8 3 : 1

NO. DESTROYED 14 4 4 0 4 I 0 1

NO. DAMAGED 4 0 I 1 0 1 1 0

NO. REMAINING 13 5 I 1 4 I 1 0

SCHOOLS: D, DESTROYED 45% CAPACITY FOR PRODUCTION: % DESTROYED 52%

% DAMAGED 13% , REMAINING 48%

1% REMAINING 42% DESTROYED 53.044

REMAINING 49.250

I

FACULTY: N MORTALITIES 2301

0 INJURED 1047

# UNINJURED 4108

'% MORTALITIES 30.8%

% INJURED 14%

% UNINJURED 55.2%

F: -51- j
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Nationwide darnage calculations an~ac tutal loszi in higher educa.t ofl capalc -

ity iou, p roud-.,:tLo n uf 3 1%0' w hj 11 th lIus s w;t h in t he f"v ec cit iesb w a t f 0,ld t o be

kove r 5 2%7 (T abl 10 IC. ) The1 f, LU It y 1os.t, Z f (;r a! I sc lh)o Is( cimi i e d wa s 3 0. 8 5t o f

the original total (Tablc 10. ) This is soniewhat ]owc r tl~an would be expected in

view of the capa city fur produc-tioni lobsse,. but can probably, be explainc-d due to

the fact that the schoolh suffering the least darnage were the size "Al schools

(enrollh-ients of 500 and below) and these schools are characterized by an extreme-

ly high faculty/ student ratio. Study Phase 1indicat'. C, for examiple, that the

average faculty/studlent ratio for size 'A Ischouls i.s . 13 or approximately one

taculty member for every eight students. The second highest rdtio occurred in

the case of the size 'B'3 schools whit-1 had on( faculty mi-enber 'or every thirteen-

students. Faculty thu-s constitute an imporlait. element of elasticity since they

may be brought together to incicase thec capability of reyr.ining schools.

It should be noted that Table '10 indicates a total of 31 schools surnina-

rized while most other tables present data for only eIghtee-n basic schools. The

*31 schools taled in Table 10 include 13 nonaccredited coleges and junior

cll'e whi' 1i wcre riot considprcO elsewhere because they do not have four-

year baccalaureat programns and thua do not fully qualifyas higher education facili-

ties as defined in Lhia5 study. They do, however, haVP important implications for

* elasticity- and thus were includcd for consideration in this section. The capacity

for production losses for accredited schools only, exceeds 67%. It is not clear

exactly why the jzrnior colleges low-red the total damagc, but the fact that they

did indicates that they may share mai nv of the elastic properties of the size "A"I

schools and their physical facilities and instructors miay be of considerable

value for reinstating post-attack capabiltAy.

Table 11 indicates the distribution o! faculty across the eighteen accredited

schools by .size of sc4'hool and curriculum. 'feImrancoiurtntoue

in this table is that while the large schools have char acte r istically large depart-

F ments over a wide range of curricula, the smaller schools do have at least one

or two faculty members in most of the basic curricula thus indicating potential

capability should they be brought together under a single department. The

smaller schools are sadly lacking, however, in the fields of law, engineering,

and mnedicine.
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T.Lbic i- -r~ds faclt mortality and injiur r ut y c!,t initvb by curric.ula.

The effect of vulnerabilities in tzpvcil.c cuiriu-i~ ib btrosigly illustr;;Id here by

the losses in the field of medicine. The capabi litl for t raining medical dokitors

has been nearly oblile rated within the banmple. and tht- only Apparent 0li sti c prop-

erty is the fact that some faculty members reini. Table 1 3 indicates that tile

losses in the field of medicine were solely due to high persomiiel lussesr ir the

cities of Detroit and New Orleans.

C. ALBUQUERQUE

Tables 14 and 15 summarize the data concerning thu schooh6 in Albuquerque.

Table 14 describes the characteristics of the two education facilities located in

that city- -The University of Albuquerque (formerly The College cf St. Josep',

on the Rio Grande) and The University of New Mexico. Table 15 shows that the

larger of the two schools (University of New Mexico) received the greatest

damage to the physical facility. Uninjured faculty members in this case could

conceivably teach at the University of Albuquerque, 'but the facilities there would

not be adequate to support even a majority of the potential fat-ulty and students

available.

D. -E TROIT

The corresponding data for 6. co~lleges and universities of Detroit are

presented in Tables 16 and 17. These data indicate ila. D-troit's five accredit-

ed and two unaccredited schools suffered considerable damage. Faculty, on I
the other hand, fared rmuch better with total losses of only 14 T. The greatest

L lin occurred with Warne State Univ'ersity. This "G' school had a widc

variety of curricula as well as most of the other attributes charaLteristic of

"IG" schools. With respect to recovery, it would seem reasonable to &.tempta

immeiotlt repair ani rebuilding efforts o'i the University of Detroit to permit

rapid capability restoration for curricula such as engineering and bus ness

adnmiistrati on.

E. NEW ORLEANS

Tht: damage to the higher education facili'ties of New Orleans presents an

almost imnpossible problem in terms of restoration. Tables 18 and 19 illustrate

the data collected on these facilities. As T -.A~e '19 indicates, all schools within

-56-
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TABLE 14 ALBUQUERQUE

DESCRIPTORS U. OF ALOUQUENOUE U. OF NEW MEXICO

11411LLMENT 435 84

UNOERORAD. 426 1.99

GRAD. 6 4

SIZE OF CATEG0RTI A

INSTATE I'LNDERGRAD. )

TOTAL FACULTY 48 34 ?

P .0. 0

Al.S. A. 14

S-S. A. 4 2

LIBRARY VOLUMES 3. 000 362_ 15

N~U. OF V.fT 'TS . 12 22

CIIRRICULA STRUCTURE t tS. kRTS SL'S. Ar'S & SCISNCES.
SC.EKCES . BUS5. AD., IaS. AD. ,EDUCATION,
SIDLICPT ION ENGONEERING. LAW.

NIURS ING. PHAqMACY

TYPE'

31

LEVEL 3
f

!

1963 DEGREES CONF. 4-. 1.O0?

B.A. S. 45 cap

Ph.D0. 4 1U E

TOTAL CURRENT INCOME U 537.21 7 1E.3 i 3 3Go

II

GOVT.PRO PRA AION 4.847.410

CORACT REEAC I 4 730 2D

CAP. OF R ES. T HAL 21 0

•________TAT____1.__________.)5 7

H!
-.--.- _____

TOTA FACL]T 8 34
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the bounds of the city are severely damaged. The only potential for reinstating V
any capability at all would be in the Louisiana State University at New Orleans

and Our Lady of Holy Cross College, where buildings may still be standing after

flooding recedes. Even there, capability would be extremely doubtful. To add

to the problem, 61% of the faculty in New Orleans were fatalities.

F. PROVIDENCE

Data for Providence is summarized in Tables 20 and 21. The higher

education damage in this city presents a completely opposite picture in contrast

to New Orleans. Damage will primarily be of the nature of glass breakage and

easily repairable.

The schools in Providence have a high potential for relieving the national

system in view of their slight damage and operating characteristics. Brcwn

University, for example, has an unusually high percentage of faculty with a

ratio of one faculty member for every five students. Thus, many more students

could conceivably be added without requiring additional faculty. Other character-

istics which make this university highly elastic include a very large library

(1, 211, 378 volumes) a broad curricula structure (30 departments), a fairly

large graduate school, a high total income with no dependency upon government

appropriations, a sizable capability for contract research, and a high physical

plant value. (Table 20.)

G. SAN JOSE

Data for the higher education facilities in San Jose is presented in Tables

22 and 23. The situation here is much the same as that in Providence. Less

elasticity is available in San Jose, however, due to the characteristics of San

Jose State College as compared with Brown University. San Jose State College

has one faculty member for every eighteen students (about average), and although

it has a greater enrollment than Brown, it has considerably less library 'volumes [I
and departments. The total current income is only slightly less than Brown,

with a aignificant dependency upon government appropriations. [

H. OVERVIEW

The data cited in Chapter 4 indicated that individual curricula did not suffer

disproportionate damage and thus the schools in the five cities should not be
-64-
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TABLE 22 SAN JOSE

OLSCRI PTORS SAN JOSE ST. COL.

ENROLLMENT 1 7.137

UNDERGRAD. 1".377

GRAD. .0
SIZE CATEGORY'1

1A INSTATE (UNDEAGRAD.) 95%

TOTAL FACULTY96

Ph.D.49

V.S /A. OR PROF. 399
U.S. 'A.76

LISRARY VOLUMES 250. 000

NO. OF DEPT*S. 22

CURRICULA STRUCTURE Lil. ARTS AND SCIENCE4 OUSINESS ADVERTISING
'I. EOUCA'ION ENGINEERINF. APPLIED ARTS AND

PROFESS ION$

TYPE
2

LEVEL 3 m

1963 DEGREES CONF. 2.778

(.~ 13./A.2.421

U.A./S. 351

Ph.D. 0

TOTAL CURRENT INCOME 20.467.117

ii OVT. APPROPRIATIONS 12,053,770

CONYRACT RESEARCH 274.397

iFS VALUE OF PHYS. PLANT 50,925.704

CAP. OF PC!. MALLS I .5OS

I' -67-
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subjected to student loadings with respect to any single curriculum post-attack.

They will, however, witness proportionately greater enrollment demands in
their small and intermediate schools due to overall systems losses in large

schools. Even with tile adoption of effective sheltering programs, population

losses are bound tn be fairly high in a nuclear attack, and thus students will de-

crease along with higher education capability. The post-attack higher education

system will requi-e tilat small and intermediate schools carry a greater portion

of the load than they presently do, however, regardless of what that load may be.

Intermediate schools sin-iilar to Brown University would have considerable capac-

ity for expansion, but Brown seems to be an exception rather than the rule.

| The elasticity factors inherent in the smaller schools, as for example the
L" University of Albuquerque, are less spectacular, but more consistent.

F Curricula such as medicine may cause problems. Although the losses

within medicine are not disproportionately high across the nation, this curriculum

[- is very difficult to absorb through elasticity. Neither the instructors nor

facii-ties in surviving nonmedical schools appear compfementary-to the require-

ments of a medical trairing department.

I
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FOOTNOTES

I. Size Category
l

VB--501-0 '
* ~C--l001 -0CC ,

U-, D--2001-5000
• E--5001-l0, 000

-- 10, 001-Z0, 000

i G-Z0, 000 up 4

F T ype

The designation (under Type) indicates type of progratn offered. '

B. Liberal arts and general- -including those institutions[ offering a 4--ytar program leading to thz bachelor's degree;

C. Liberal arts and general, and terrrinal-occupational
("terminal-occupational" indicates programs of less than
4-y,-ar );

1% Primarily teacher preparatory;

E. Liberal arts and ge-ierat, and teacher preparatory;

F, Liberal arts and general, teacher preparatory, and
te. r minal- occupational;

I uG. Professional only (not including teacher preparatory)'

Mt. Professional and teacher prptrator,-

i . Professional and termInal-occupational;

SJ, Liberal arts and general with 1 Or Z professional schools;
and,

<. Liberal arts and general with 3 or more professional
schools- -including institutions otganized as universities.

3_ Level 3

The tollowing categories (under Level) de.ignate the highest level

o training offered.

II Only the bachelor's and/or first profeeslonal degree--includes
thoce institutions offering courges of studies leading to the customary
bachelor of arts or bachelor ci science degree, and all those degrees
which entitle the possessor to enter the profession indicated; e.g.,
d cto. of mecicine, bachelor of pharmacy, or bachelor of scie:.ce in
engineerIng;I,-7"-

In



111. Md&terls and/or second professional degree -- includes those

c,). after a bachelor's degree in that field; e.g.. the degree off
elecricl eginerearnd aterthebacelorof ngieerngor the
dtgee f octr f siece f aw arnd fte te bchloroflawsdegree;

IV. Doctor of philosophy and equivalent degrees.

King R. B. , K.iar A.' M. an W. 0.Hm ige dcto
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S;LTE I CrU EM.EAS UR ES

Thero are basically two types of countermeasures which would contribute

toward the effectiveness of the post-attack higher education system. First,

-there are those which nay be exercised pre-zttack and are designed " to protect

- or redeice damage to the system by dissipating existing vulnerability producing

t;haracteristis. Second, there are those which may be applied in the immediate

post-attck to enhance the remaining system capability and hasten recovery.

The latter, and at least part of the former, would be aimed primarily at the

* manipulation and exploitation of elasticity inherent in the system. This chapter

presents some suggested countermeasures of both types for consideration ard

possible incorporation in civil defense programs. The countermeasures are

based upon the findings of this report.

A. PRE -ATTACK COUNTERMEASURES

FThe most predominant vulnerability of the present higher education system

ie the location and operating characteristics of the system's large universities

and "multiversities". A valid, but not very practical solution would be to move

them, and/or break them up in some manner so it would be impossible to liter-
IT ally "wipe out" the capability of such valuable institutions with one bomb. There

are more practical measures to be taken, however, which eventually would

accomplish just that. First, don't build or create any new multiversities which

would accentuate the problem. Second, if they must be built, place them in a[rural setting away from likely strategic targets and metropolitan population

complexes. These are admittedly "tall orders" for education planners to under-

take.

A second vulnerability appears to exist with respect to specific curricula.

The nature ot this vulnerability is not as widespread' and conclusive as asserted

in Study Phase I, but it definitely appears to exist with respect to medical train-

ing facilities. The action required would be to decentralize existing medical[schools now located predominately in large cities, and establish more numerous,

smaller facilities associated with universities in less vulnerable locations.

IA third pre-attack countermeasure, aimed at recovery rather than protec-

-i orl, would be the development of a set of operational guidelines designed to inform

education administrators of potential disruptions which their institution and higher

-73-
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education in general may experience after attack. A set of planned reinstate-

ment procedures shotld also be prepared and distributed to inform administrators [
of the type of actions which may be necessary to reinstate capability with re-

spe,t -o particular schools or cirricula.

The study of elasticity in Chapter 5 suggests that small schools, although

they will survive the effects of the attack, will not present as much post-attack

elasticity as less numerous, intermediate schools (for example, Brown University).,

This is due primarily to their lack of capability in curricula such as engineering,

the physical sciences,law, and other curricula found predominately in larger

schools. Steps could be taken in the immediate pre-attack society to prepare

these schools through program diversity and expansion within their structures.

Research projects could be encouraged within the schools to enhance their capa-

bilities in the sciences and establish their potential for assuming new, expanded

roles in the event of attack.

A final recommendation with respect tc pre-attack planning is to recog-

nize and account for trends evident in today's system which will carry through

to the post-attack system. There is a certain amount of appeal in the idea that

the disruptive effects of nuclear destruction and the accompanying requirement

for rebuilding will provide an opportunity for system changes recognized as

needed but impossible to bring about in today's system.

B. POST-ATTACK COUNTERMEASURES

The first of these countermeasures aimed at the control of elasticity

would be to implement a program designed to provide immediate damage assess-

ment with respect to the higher education system. Once damage was established

plans issued to university administrators pre-attack could be rapidly reevaluated

*and modified if necessary before implementation.

A second post-attack countermeasure of considerable benefit would be f
the programming and allocation of government funds to the schools which need

them the most. On the basis of the results presented in this report government

funding should go to-

1. undamaged small and intermediate schools possessing

capabilities in the sciences and professions similar to

large universities;

-

U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--
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2. undamaged large universities.

~ The funding should not be used for the rebuilding of severely damaged universi-

ties regardless of their size, reputation, and once existing capability. The

, [ money will be more effectively utilized if applied to the intermediate schools to

create, in them, the desirable features of the large university.

If the effect of large school destruction is pronounced government inter-

vention will be highly desirable in organizing and implementing new education

[ centers based around a number of smaller surviving facilities. Faculty and

equipment surviving large school destruction may have to be moved to new cen -

-ters, and the techniques of mass instruction (via etevision, 'for example) will

have to be established in facilities not equipped nor accustomed to their operF

ation. The necessary intervention would take fhe form of directives, funding,[ transportation, organization assistance, and overall support.

t
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CHAPTER VII. SUMMARY AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The research presented in this report deals with the problem of insuring

r the effective operation of higher education as -. social institution in the post-

I attack society. The report takes the position that social institutions in general

and higher e '-cation in particular will play an important role in rebuilding the

F. social organization and preventing cultural stagnation after thermonuclear war.

Higher education will be responsible for replenishing the human resources neces- -

- saryfortechnologicalgrowth following disruption, and its ability to perform this

function will depend to a large extent upon the steps that are taken both pre- and

post-attack to minimize system disruption and hasten recovery.

Phase I of the research constituted an initial investigation of the present

[ higher education system's physical and operating characteristics to determine

their susceptibility- for disruption. The results of that phase indicated that the

I system is characterized by a number of physical properties which render it

highly vulnerable to disruption from attack. First, most of the nation's higher

education capability is concentrated on the east and west coastlines, and in the

immediate vicinity of large metropolitan centers. Thus, many schools are likely

to be damaged by the peripheral effects of bombs directed toward population

centers and other targets of a strategic nature within these areas. Second,

specific states and geographic sectors produce disproportionate quantities of

college graduates trained in particular professions. These trained individuals

are supplied to the nation as a whole, and dependencies exist between the geo-

Vgraphic areas where the individuals are employed and the areas where they are

trained. Nuclear destruction in these centers of education will thus create future

skill deficits for the entire nation. A third type of vulnerability occurs with re-

spect to the nation's largest universities. These schools are few in number, but

produce many graduates. Not only do they produce vast numbers of students but

they make large contributions in research and consultation to society. They have

the most advanced facilities and equipment, the highest trained faculty, the broad-

F est range of curricula. Because of their research and leadership contributions,

they may constitute strategic targets in and of themselves. This is further ac-

Fcentuated by the fact that they are located primarily in large metropolitan areas

and are thus quite likely to receive heavy damage or complete destruction even

if they are not targets themselves.
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The results of Phase I also called attention to what may be considered

elasticity within the higher education system. A high degree of elasticity is

present in the form of small and intermediate size colleges. These schools ex-

ist in large numbers and are distributed relatively evenly throughout the nation.

They are characterized by aspects such as high faculty to student ratios, many

library volumes per student, little dependency upon government funding, and

high physical pla:it value per student which indicate their potential for expansion.

If properly directed they will provide a cushion effect should heavy destruction

occur in the large universities.

Phase II of the reported effort was designed to expand and complement

these findings by (1) verifying the existence of the system vulnerabilities, and

(2) clarifying the nature of system elasticity to permit its control and manipula-

tin. through countermeasures. The verification process was performed by

applying a hypothetical attack pattern to the nationwide higher education system

and assessing the resulting damage across geographic sectors, different types

of schools, and specific curricula. Elasticity was studied by analyzing the

specific damage incurred by a small sample of colleges and universities to

determine ways in which the capability they provided could be reinstated. Based j
upon the results of that analysis, a series of countermeasures was specified

to expedite the reinstatement of education capability through protection and the

exploitation of elasticity.

The Five City Study provided a convenient framework for conducting

Phase II of the higher education study. The first attack pattern specified for

the Five City Study was utilized in the nationwide damage assessment. The re-

sults of that assessment verified the assertions of Phase I and provided data for

use in the study of elasticity. The sample colleges and universities used in the

elasticity analysis were those existing in the five cities of Albuquerque, Detroit,

New Orleans, Providence and San Jose. Damage to the schools in these cities

was • assessed from the standpoint of both the physical facilities and personnel

(faculty and administration.)

The results of the elasticity analysis indicated that pi sical facility r
losses will considerably exceed those with' i faculty and administrative personnel.

This will, of course, be a virtue, since it is easier to construct buildings than

to train faculty. Some degree of caution is necessary, however, with respect to

assuming that post-attack education capability will thus be increased. Faculty
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members may be needed for work and consultation in their respective fields

I during immediate recovery, and thus will not be available for teaching. This

is especially likely to be true in the case of medical instructors, engineers,

economists, and agriculture instructors.

Small colleges will offer a number of advantages for reinstating ctpa-

bility. They will be able to provide physical facilities and may be combined to

form capable departments in many fields including graduate study. Their - _

bility may be increased by adopting techniques of mass instruction (television)

normally used in large universities. A disedvantage was noted, however, with

respect to relying upon small colleges exclusively. The results of the elasti-

city analysis indicate that undamaged intermediate size schools provide grcater

capability in several curricula. Especially heavy losses are likely to occur

[ with respect to curricula -suchas medicine, engineering and law. Losses in

these fields will apply to both faculty and physical facilities due to their present

relationship to large cities and other targets. Small colleges are not presently

geared to adopt these curri-ula and thus do not offer elasticity in this respect.

r Intermediate schools frequently have depa'rtmettsinthese fields and thus pro-

vide greater immediate capability for expansion.

Conclusions with respect to countermeasures hinge basically around the
i-: tpromotion of changes within the present higher education system, and the alloca-

tion. of government funds and other forms of assistance with respect to the

K post-attack system. Steps should be taken in the pre-attack society to reduce

the vulnerability of the nation's large schools through decentralization and the

avoidance of cities and strategic targets. Small colleges shouldbe notified 6f the

role they may be expected to play in the post-attack system, and steps should

Fbe taken to prepare fhem for assuming that role. Graduate schools should be

instated and greater emphasis placed upon technical and scientific curricula.
r- Plans for the aUocation of goverr-nent funding should be prepared in the pre-

( Iattack system and placed in effect as soon as possible post-attack. The plans

should place emphasis upon the expansion of small and intermediate schools

and avoid wasting money and effort on the rebuilding of seriously damaged large

universities. The most efficient procedure will be to make the intermediate

schools of today into the large universities of tomorrow.
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